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Course Notes 

Week 1  

 

Some of the first details we should sort out is how, exactly the course is going to be run. 

The Course Outline will give you an overview of how marks will be assigned and what is 

expected in terms of assignments and exams. Remember that you're learning a new 

language and like anything else, the only way to get really good at it, is to practice -- a lot. 

The text we're using for this course, Computer Science Logo Style: Symbolic Computing 

by Brian Harvey, assumes students already have some experience with turtle graphics. 

We're going to get that experience in the first half of the course, so you won't really need 

your textbook until later. Texts will be available on loan for the duration of the course. I 

also have several other logo books that I am willing to lend. Come in and see what is 

available. (Room 2302 - Yukon College) 

For this course, I recommend using MSW Logo. Of the many benefits of MSW Logo, the 

most compelling is that it is available free of charge. You can download your copy here. 

There are several other versions that are also excellent and if you already happen to have 

one, you can certainly use it to complete this course. More background about Logo may 

help clarify some of the reasons Logo is such an excellent first language for programmers. 

One of the best ways to get initiated to Logo is to jump right in. Start up MSW Logo (here's 

how) and try out the following exercises. It's recommended that you keep a journal of the 

things that worked (and didn't work) as you practice your programming. 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Visit the course newsgroup and post a message introducing yourself. 

2. Visit the resources page and check out some of the links to some excellent 

additional information about Logo. 

3. Read the tutorial found in the Help menu of MSW Logo. Try out some of the 

commands described. 

4. Print out the list of turtle commands and practice using them. 

5. Find out how big the area of the turtle screen is. (How many turtle steps wide and 

how many turtle steps high.) 

6. Find out how big the entire turtle work area is. (Again, in turtle steps.) 

7. Try out the commands WRAP, FENCE, and WINDOW. Describe in your journal 

what effect each of these has on the turtle's activities. 

8. Use a dry-erase marker or small stickers to make some dots on the computer screen. 

Connect the dots. Try to get from one dot to the next in just one move. 
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9. Use penup and the setpos command to position the turtle in the lower-left corner of 

the turtle work area. Load a maze bitmap onto the MSWLogo work area (a couple 

are available from S:\comp052\maps). With the pen down, try directing the turtle 

around without contacting the walls. 

10. Have the turtle draw:  

o a rectangle twice as wide as it is high 

o an equilateral triangle 

o your initials 

o a border using a repeating pattern of shapes around the graphic window 

11. Likely, one of the first drawings your parents proudly displayed on the refrigerator 

was a simple line drawing of your house. Practice directing the turtle until you can 

draw this kind of simple picture. 

Try a mountain scene, a sailboat, clouds, etc. 

 

12. Now that you can get the turtle to draw shapes directly on the screen, write 

procedures to draw the shapes. example  

o The procedure to draw a rectangle twice as wide as it is high should use an 

input variable for the height. 

o Use an input variable so that the equilateral triangle can be any size. Then, 

use the REPEAT command to make patterns with different sizes of 

equilateral triangles. 

13. Practice saving and opening files so that any procedures you've written are properly 

saved and able to be reused. 

Week 2 

 

As previously mentioned, practice, practice, and more practice is the way to get familiar 

with all these new words and methods. For the next week, we'll spend some time 

manipulating the shapes you drew last week. Remember that much of your learning is a 

sequence of trial and error efforts. You're being asked to learn a large number of new 

vocabulary words and ideas in a very short time. The smallest error in your memory in 

following instructions or in keying in the commands is apt to produce a wrong result. 

Sometimes Logo gives you an error message and leaves you to figure out what you did 
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wrong. At other times, the pattern you have produced on the screen is not what you had in 

mind. (You provide your own error message.) Last week, you may have been tempted to 

ask someone for help each time something didn't work as you expected. Eventually, 

however, you will become more self-sufficient. 

Every computer programmer makes errors. Even the very best professional computer 

programmers write programs that contain bugs. The program writing process involves 

striving to write bug-free programs, learning to detect bugs, and learning to correct bugs. 

To be a successful programmer, you'll need to get comfortable detecting and correcting 

bugs. 

One way to find the source of a bug is to "play turtle". Try stepping your way through a 

procedure to see if you can do what you have told the computer to do. (Not what you 

intended to tell the computer to do...) This is a powerful aid to debugging and learning. 

As you work with Logo, you will find there are two major categories of bugs you will 

encounter again and again. 

1. Errors the computer can detect. These are errors that cause the computer to produce 

an error message, such as "I don't know how to...". Often this results from an error 

in keyboarding, an error in spacing in an instruction or a misunderstanding of the 

details of how a specific command must be written. (For example, using "(" instead 

of "[" to provide Logo with a list of instructions.) Such errors in the grammar of 

Logo are called syntax errors. 

2. Errors the computer cannot detect. These errors do not result in an error message, 

but they produce an incorrect result. It is easy to keyboard FORWARD 50 when 

you actually meant FORWARD 60. The computer has no way of knowing what you 

had in mind. You can look at the results produced on the screen and detect your 

error. The errors in meaning are called logic errors. 

A computer is a very fast machine. Even an inexpensive microcomputer can multiply two 

big numbers together in less than a thousandth of a second. The very fastest of modern 

computers can carry out more than a billion arithmetic operations in a second. 

The idea of repetition is very important in computer programming. Most computer 

programs involve having a computer do a great deal of repetition, perhaps with small 

modifications between repetitions.  

This also points out a major difference between humans and computers. The human mind is 

not good at doing the same task over and over again quickly and without error. The mind 

soon becomes bored. A computer, however, can do the same task over and over again hour 

after hour without error and without getting bored. This ability means that we can solve 

some problems using repetition on the computer that would not be possible for a human to 

solve the same way. Every computer programming language has some way to tell the 
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computer to do something over and over. In Logo, the most common way to get something 

to occur over and over is by using the REPEAT command. 

Week 2 Activities 

Remember to keep your instructions as simple as possible. Record the steps you use to 

create the following images in your journal. You may find it helpful to use grid paper to 

draw out the image you wish to produce. You can then determine a scale to use and recreate 

the image using Logo commands. A ruler, protractor and calculator are very helpful tools as 

well. 

1. To write commands together as a program, rather than in immediate mode, we must 

enter the commands in an editor. Enter the following two procedures into the Logo 

editor. 

to start.poly 

 ;interactive program to draw polygons 

   local "sides  

   local "edge ;creates variables 

   print [This program draws polygons] 

   print [Enter the number of sides] 

   make "sides first readlist 

   print [Enter the length of a side] 

   make "edge first readlist 

   polygon :edge :sides 

end 

 

to polygon :length :number 

   ;draws a :number sided polygon with :length sides 

   repeat :number [fd :length rt 360/:number] 

end  

When you have finished typing, save and exit the editor. Although the program 

consists of two procedures, you only need to type start.poly to start the program. If 

your program doesn't work, go back to the edit screen and carefully compare your 

program with this one. Make any necessary changes, leave the editor, and try 

running the program again. 

2. Draw the following images using a square procedure and the REPEAT command. 

(Try two different square procedures - one that starts and ends at a corner, and one 
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that starts and ends in the centre.) 

 
3. Draw the following images using a triangle procedure and the repeat command. 

(Note that the flying geese blocks are isosceles triangles rather than equilateral 

triangles.) 

 

 
4. Draw each of these figures without retracing any line and without using PENUP. 

Record the sequence you used in your journal. 

 

 

5. Draw the following images using an edge-drawn polygon procedure that takes two 

inputs; one for the length of the sides and another for the number of sides. Which 
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multiple of repeats gives you the best images? 

 
6. Use the polygon procedure to create a map of an area familiar to you. Save the 

bitmap image you created and the commands used to create it. 

7. Create a self-protrait or the portrait of a friend (or enemy) or a family pet. Add 

features such as eyes, ears, mouth, hair, and anything else that would be appropriate. 

(You may find it easier to have a polygon procedure that starts and ends in the 

centre for this exercise.) 

 
8. REPCOUNT is another Logo primitive you might find helpful. REPCOUNT is a 

number that can be used inside any REPEAT list of commands. REPCOUNT is a 1 

on the first iteration through the commands, a 2 on the second iteration, and a 3 on 

the third, etc. By doing a little math, you can make the input values change by any 

factor you choose. 

9. Visit the Resources page and learn more about Logo from some other sources. 

Maybe even sign up for the Logo listserve. 

10. Complete Assignment 1 for January 20th and submit it for marking. The .lgo files 

can be submitted as attachments by e-mail or you can drop off a disk with the files 

saved on it. Systematic naming will make it easy to identify which files belong to 

which assignment. Eg. Question 1 of Assignment 1 should be named "A1-1.lgo" 

Week 3  

More about Writing Procedures 
We've been writing quite a few procedures in the last few weeks and have learned a bit 

about the formatting of our procedures. In the initial stages of learning a programming 

language like Logo, it's relatively easy to spot and (hopefully) correct bugs because the 

initial learning focuses on syntax and meaning of a number of new commands and how to 
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use them. In essence, we're learning some new vocabulary and how to write simple 

sentences with that vocabulary. When the sentences are very short, it's a little easier to 

correct any errors that might occur. However, Logo contains over 200 primitives (primitive 

procedures or vocabulary words). We'll find that as we continue with learning Logo, we 

can combine these primitive procedures into more and more complex instructions. Further, 

sequences of those complex instructions can be grouped together in order to solve complex 

problems. 

While the mechanics of procedure writing is fairly simple, the ideas embedded in procedure 

writing are profound. When you create a series of instructions to complete a particular task 

and then put them into a named procedure, you have "taught" Logo a new word. This new 

word behaves as if it were a primitive procedure. Logo is an easily extensible language in 

that you can easily create procedures that work exactly like primitive procedures. 

As you learn more primitive procedures, you may forget some of the relevant details. You 

can aid your memory by keeping a written list of the primitives you have learned. You can 

work on writing longer instruction lines to attack more complex problems and on extensive 

use of comments within your procedure code to remind yourself of the reasoning behind 

certain decisions you may have made. Using blank lines to separate complete thoughts 

(paragraphs) within the procedure will also assist in keeping "flow" within the procedure. 

Saving your work 

Whenever you leave the editor window, you'll be asked if you want to save the changes. 

Unless you've been experimenting and have mucked things up, you'll want to say yes. Be 

aware that you have only saved to the current workspace. If you leave Logo, you'll also 

want to save the workspace to a file on disk. Go to the File menu and choose Save or Save 

As... Generally, I prefer the Save As... option so that I can be sure both where the file is 

being saved and what file name is being used. (It will automatically be saved using the 

location and name of the last file opened, saved or loaded if you don't specify something 

different.) 

When you load a new file into your current workspace, any procedures that already existed 

in that workspace remain. When you look in the Edit window, you'll see that the list just got 

bigger. (You'll also notice that Logo warns you when you are loading a file into a 

workspace that already has some defined procedures. If any of the procedures that you're 

loading have the same name as the procedures that currently exist, they'll be replaced by the 

new one of the same name.) If you want to have ONLY the procedures from the saved file 

in your current workspace, be sure to erase all the old procedures before loading a new file. 

Okay, so what do you do if you've saved a huge number of procedures into a single file and 

you want to clean things up? Choose File, Erase and then select, one at a time, each file that 

you want to remove from the workspace. (Don't worry, all the procedures remain in the 

original saved file - as long as you use a new name when you save this one.) When the 

workspace contains only those procedures you want together, choose File, Save As... and 
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give the file a new name. There are very few rules about choosing file names. If you stick 

to reasonably short, descriptive words, and avoid other characters, you shouldn't have any 

problems. 

Debugging -- Using Step 

You will have noticed that programmers spend a lot of time debugging. A helpful aid 

available in MSWLogo is the STEP command. Step can help slow things down so you can 

carefully follow what the turtle is actually doing and perhaps see where your instructions 

have failed to accomplish the task you had in mind. The Step command can be activated by 

clicking the Step button and then a procedure will be run one "step" (line) at a time. If you 

were sensible in your line spacing, with each thought occupying a single line, you'll be able 

to follow the movements of the turtle one line at a time. You can then see exactly which 

line is causing the problem. 

Colour! 

Colour can add a lot of pizzazz to your work. You may also find that a thicker pen can 

make images a lot more interesting. Use the SETPENSIZE [l w]command to increase the 

size of the pen. You can use SETSCREENCOLOR [r g b] (SETSC [r g b]) to change the 

colour of the background screen, SETPENCOLOR [r g b] (SETPC [r g b]) to change the 

colour of the pen that the turtle writes with, or SETFLOODCOLOR [r g b] (SETFC [r g b] 

to choose what colour will be used when the FILL command is called. Each of the colour 

commands requires three inputs provided as a list. Any colour can be formed from the three 

primary colours of light (RED, GREEN, and BLUE -- in that order) just like on your 

television screen. A colour can be turned anywhere from 0 (no light of that colour) to 255 

(as much of that colour as possible). Having all the lights turned on [255 255 255] gives 

you white light and all the lights turned off [0 0 0], black.  

 

Week 3 Activities 

Having each procedure start and end in the same place, with the turtle facing in the same 

direction is called state-transparency. If you practice state-transparency in all your 

procedures, you will find it much easier to combine your procedures or to work with other 

programmers and have your procedures fit seamlessly with theirs. 

1. Make your own colour palette using overlapping circles and the fill command. 

Produce each of the primary colours in the individual circles and the secondary 

colours where they overlap. Fill the central triangle where all three circles come 

together with white and use a black background.  
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2. You may find it helpful to label each of the areas that you've filled. Use the 

SETPOS [x y] command and the LABEL command. (Remember that labels "point" 

in the same direction as the turtle - a right pointing turtle, SETH 90, will create 

labels that flow left to right.) If you write a procedure in combination with the 

command line, you can fine-tune the image until the labels are perfectly positioned. 

 

 

3. Remember the procedure we wrote to draw polygons of any number of sides, in any 

size? Load that procedure into your workspace. If you have any other procedures 

saved with the polygon procedure, erase them and resave with a new name. Use the 

repeat command and the edge-drawn polygon procedure to draw various circular 

gem-like images. What angle produces the best effects? Try drawing them with 

different pen sizes in various colours. 

 

4. Write procedures to draw regular polygons (triangle, square, hexagon or other) 

around a central point. Once you've written procedures for individual polygons, 

write a single, centred polygon procedure that takes two inputs and can be used to 

draw any centred polygon of any size. Use REPEAT to scatter some interesting 
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"Spirograph" images around on your screen. Use different numbers of sides and 

sizes. (Here are a few samples; try to identify the basic shape used to create these 

images.) 

 

 

5. Complete Assignment 2 for January 27th and submit it for marking. The .lgo files 

should be submitted as attachments by e-mail. Systematic naming will make it easy 

to identify which files belong to which assignment. Eg. Question 1 of Assignment 2 

could be named "A2-1.lgo" 

Week 4  

 

We have now seen two different kinds of computer programming. In earlier exercises, each 

instruction you typed was carried out immediately (immediate mode). Later, we learned to 

write sequences of instructions (a procedure) that were not carried out until a later time 

(procedure mode or edit mode). Many programming languages only allow procedural 

mode. With Logo, you get to decide which mode to use when solving a particular problem. 

Here are some rough guidelines: 

• If a task requires only a small number of steps and you only need to carry out the 

task once, use immediate mode. 

• If a task requires a large number of steps, write a procedure or procedures. 

• If a task needs to be done more than once, write a procedure or procedures. 

Procedure mode programming is a little more likely to cause difficulties because you do not 

immediately see the results of each instruction you write. You must imagine the results of 

these steps in your mind's eye. (Or keep track on a piece of paper.) 

Planning a procedure should start before you ever begin typing commands into the editor 

window. A paper and pencil are the best tools to begin the procedure writing process. Here, 

you can draw out on grid paper (for a graphic image) or sketch out in words the steps 

required to solve the problem. Once you have a clear idea of what it is you need to make 
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the computer do, then you can convert your notes into the Logo language and save the 

procedure. 

Once you've typed the instructions in, you can run the procedure. On the first run, you will 

probably find one or more syntax errors and, perhaps, one or more logic errors. All errors 

need to be detected and corrected in order for the procedure to produce the results you 

want. You will probably have to read a procedure several times to find all the errors. 

Initially, many people find it difficult to read the commands and instructions contained in a 

procedure and "see" what the procedure does. They can certainly read the words and 

understand the meaning of the individual instructions, but cannot grasp the overall meaning 

of the sequence of instructions in the procedure. Writing one line per complete thought can 

help with this process. It's also important to gain skill in hand-tracing a procedure as you 

read it. You may do part of it in your head, or with your finger on a paper, or better yet with 

paper and pencil. "Being the computer" is a standard de-bugging technique and you'll get 

better at it with practice. Explaining it out loud to someone is often helpful in fully 

understanding the procedure. You'll often discover your own bugs this way. 

Week 4 Activities 

Having each procedure start and end in the same place, with the turtle facing in the same 

direction is called state-transparency. If you practice state-transparency in all your 

procedures, you will find it much easier to combine your procedures or to work with other 

programmers and have your procedures fit seamlessly with theirs. 

1. You can use the procedures you have created to create other procedures. For 

example, if you wanted to create a procedure PANES that would make a window 

with four panes, one way to do this would be: 

TO PANES 

REPEAT 4[SQUARE 10 RT 90] 

END 

Now, you have a procedure PANES, which you might later use to create a 

procedure to draw a house and PANES would just be one of the procedures called 

from the procedure HOUSE. 

Create several procedures (PANES, DOOR, ROOF, WALL, CHIMNEY...) that will 

be put into one superprocedure HOUSE so that when you type the command 

HOUSE, the entire house will be created. Make the individual parts of the house 

and then using PU and PD, move to the proper position to create the next 

component of the house. You might have a finished product that looks something 

like this: 
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Try making one in colour. You can use many of the previous procedures including 

the repeating polygons for leaves in the trees or flowers in the yard. 

 

 

Note that yours doesn't have to look like this at all. You may choose to recreate your 

own house, or create an image of your dream home. You may prefer to create 

something similar to Jim Muller's version. 
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2. Using the procedures you wrote for regular polygons, create the following images 

using REPEAT.  

 
3. You have seen by now that very complex turtle activity can often be reduced to very 

little code when writing the procedure. Just how little? Let's see. The following 

activity is from a Math Challenge by Keith Enevoldsen to write concise logo code.  

Write a Logo one-liner using 15 or fewer words, not counting square brackets and 

parentheses, to produce the most beautiful, complex, and interesting picture 

possible. 

4. Two commands, RANDOM and WAIT can be very useful in your LOGO 

programs. RANDOM takes one input that indicates the number of random numbers 

in the range. The lower limit of the range is zero. This means that RANDOM 10 has 

a possibility of 10 numbers 0 - 9. Adding or subtracting will shift the range up or 

down the number line. Multiplication or division will allow random numbers of a 

given multiple. Experiment with RANDOM to produce integers from -500 to 500. 

You can then randomly position the turtle anywhere on the work area.  
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If RANDOM is used as an input where a command is expecting a list (SETPOS, 

SETFC, etc), you'll need to convert the value obtained into a list by using the LIST 

command.  

eg SETPOS (list random 500 random 500)  

WAIT also takes an input. The input required is the amount of time you want the 

program to pause measured in 1/60th of a second. WAIT 60 will cause the 

procedure to pause for 1 second. 

Revisit your name drawing procedure from assignment 2. Make a Vegas-style 

procedure that calls your name procedure many times and randomly changes the 

pen colour for each call. Use WAIT to ensure that you see the displayed name 

briefly before it is called again. (You may want to change the screen colour to black 

or something else dark so the "neon lights" show up better.) 

5. Complete Assignment 3 for February 4th and submit it for marking. The .lgo files 

should be submitted as attachments by e-mail. 

Week 5  

 

Concise Code 
One of the activities last week was to write code containing only 15 words to produce the 

most complex pattern possible. Have a look at some of the winning entries to this 

challenge. 

Modifying the Random Number Generated 
In order to vary the range of random numbers provided, we can add to or subtract from the 

number generated. We can have multiples of a number generated by using multiplication to 

modify the output. Let's say we wanted an even number from 50 to 100. We would need to 

multiply the number generated by 2 to make sure it was even and we would also need to 

add 50 to shift the range up. What we need to decide is "what is the maximum value that 

could be generated (then modified) to obtain our max of 100?". By working backward, we 

start by subtracting 50 from 100 to get 50. Then, we divide 50 by 2 to get 25. This means 

that the largest number we want to generate is 25. Since RANDOM generates numbers 

from 0 to one less than the input value, we need to call RANDOM 26. Adding the math 

required: 

50 + 2 * RANDOM 26 

Notice that in order to get the math to occur in the order I wanted, I put the call to random 

at the end. You could also use brackets to ensure that the math is performed in the correct 

order. Following this step-by-step, the first thing that will occur is that RANDOM will 

generate a value (minimum of 0 and a maximum of 25); that value will then be multiplied 

by 2 (ensuring it is even) and then 50 will be added to it to shift it up into my desired range. 
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Providing a Random List as Input 
Be careful when using the random command as an input to a command that expects a list as 

input. Commands such as SETPC, SETFC, SETPENSIZE, SETSC, and SETPOS all 

require a list as input. If you want that input to be random, you'll need to use another 

command to first turn those random numbers into a list. The command is LIST. LIST 

generally expects two values as input, so it will work exactly as expected with SETPOS 

and SETPENSIZE since those commands both take two inputs. For the commands 

involving colour, since they expect three inputs, you'll need to enclose the LIST command 

and the random number generation commands inside round brackets to modify the number 

of inputs that LIST takes. So setting the pen to a random colour can be accomplished with: 

SETPC (LIST RANDOM 256 RANDOM 256 RANDOM 256)  

Absolute vs Relative Screen Position 
Sometimes, we want all the locational commands in our procedures to be relative. That is, 

we want them to be able to be drawn in any direction from any location on the screen. 

Sometimes, we want to have an item always face the same direction and in the same 

location on the screen. (For example, we're drawing a scene and we always want it to use 

the entire workspace. We want the entire upper portion to always be the sky and the lower 

portion to always be the ground.) SETPOS is a command that can be used when absolute 

screen positioning is required. SETPOS takes two inputs as a list. The first input is the x-

coordinate and the second input is the y-coordinate. SETPOS does not affect heading so a 

line drawn from -500 0 to 500 0 will move from the far left of the workspace to the far right 

of the workspace and the turtle will face in its original heading (probably up) all the way 

through. 

Tangrams 
Tangrams have a long history. Read about their use in ancient times and then make your 

own set following these directions. We'll also want to have procedures written for each of 

the seven tans. You can use the square procedure you've already written but will need to 

write a new procedure for the triangles (three different sizes of right, isosceles triangles). 

Use the tan pieces you've created (or borrowed) to measure each side. I've found that it is 

most helpful to have procedures that can be drawn to the left or right and that use a variable 

so that the shapes are scalable. I've used the variable :SIZE in the procedures I've written to 

represent the length of the longest side of the largest triangle. All other measurements are 

based on this. Here are procedures for the rhombus and square that you can use.  

Week 5 Activities 

1. Randomness  

Practice with random by making the turtle scribble on the screen. Repetitively use a 

random pen colour while the turtle moves a random distance before turning a 

random amount. 

Modify the scribbling procedure so that the lines become more curved. 
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2. Colour Revisited 
Visit the following websites to learn more about the additive primaries, Red, Green 

and Blue and the secondary colours, Cyan, Magenta and Yellow and about how to 

combine colours of light.  

o Additive Colour Theory 

o Colour Mixing Lab 

o Light vs Paint 

o Canfield Studios 

Experiment with colours until you can confidently create any colour you desire. 

3. Following the format used in the tangram piece procedures, write your own 

procedures to draw the three triangle tan pieces. Remember to keep them state 

transparent (starting and ending in the same place, facing the same direction). 

Use the tangram procedures to re-create some of these tangram figures. You'll find 

it helpful to have a look at the solutions for the first few so that you can see where 

each piece should be positioned. Later, you might try creating the image manually 

and then coding the super-procedure required. (We have some cardstock sets in the 

lab that you can come in and borrow, or you can follow the directions to produce 

your own 

Go back to the images you've created and add the coding required to fill each of the 

shapes with colour. Note that in order to use the FILL (and FLOODCOLOR) 

commands, you have to be inside the shape. (You'll want to use a scalable amount 

to move in and out otherwise on very small renditions, you may end up in another 

shape.) 

4. Complete Assignment 4 for February 11th and submit it for marking. The .lgo files 

should be submitted as attachments by e-mail. 

Week 6  

Modularization 
Programmers often need to work independently on a small piece of a program as part of a 

team. When all the pieces have been written and debugged, the pieces are put together to 

create the final working program. Having logical variable names, adequate comments, and 

state transparent modules will facilitate this collaborative process. 

Other Ways to Repeat 

For Loops 
While looking at some of the responses to the 15-word Logo challenge, we saw many that 

used a For loop. A For loop gives you a way to repeat a series of instructions with a 

variable as part of those instructions. 
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FOR [variable 0 50 5] [fd :variable rt 90] 

says that the instruction line "fd :variable rt 90" should be repeated for values of "variable" 

starting at 0 and ending when the value of "variable" is 50. After each iteration, the value of 

"variable" will be increased by 5. 

Repcount 
We've already experimented with something that allows us to do similar things as the FOR 

command. This command is REPCOUNT used with the REPEAT command. REPCOUNT 

acts like a variable that changes for each iteration of REPEAT. The first time the instruction 

list is performed, the value of REPCOUNT is 1, the second time, its value is 2, etc. Using 

REPCOUNT can allow you to change some part of the instruction list for each run through. 

For example, 

REPEAT 10[FD 5*REPCOUNT RT 90] 

will first produce a line 5 pixels long, turn right, and draw another line 10 pixels long, etc. 

The last line drawn will be 50 (5*10) pixels long.  

Recursion 
Recursion is the ability of a procedure to call itself as a subprocedure. The recursively 

called procedure must proceed to completion before the calling procedure can finish. This 

is an incredibly powerful programming tool. Recursion does, of course, have its hazards. 

Whenever recursion is used, there must be some mechanism built in to stop the procedure 

when the desired function has been achieved. Otherwise, the procedure will continue to run 

indefinitely. Conditional statements are often used to tell a recursive procedure when to 

end. Here's the same example as a procedure using recursion: 

TO SPIRALSQ :SIZE 

IF :SIZE > 50 [STOP] 

FD :SIZE RT 90 

SPIRALSQ :SIZE+5 

END 

To produce the same effect, you would call the procedure by typing "SPIRALSQ 0" in the 

command line.  

Conditional Statements 
There are several varieties of useful conditional statements available to us. The choice of 

which type of conditional statement is best for which occasion is often a matter of personal 

choice but there are some guidelines to follow. Conditional statements execute one group of 

statements when the condition is true and another group of statements when the condition is 

false. When writing conditional statements, you use comparison operators: equal to (=), less 

than (<), greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>=) or less than or equal to (<=) or 

predicates (procedures that return true or false) such as equalp, numberp, vowelp, etc to 

write the test expression. 

If-statements need a condition to test followed by the list of commands to execute when the 

test expression is true. If the test expression is false, execution proceeds after the list.  

syntax - if test [commands to execute when true] 
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IfElse-statements also require a condition to test but they are followed by two sets of 

commands. The first set is executed when the result of the test is true, the other set is 

executed when the result of the test is false. 

syntax - ifelse test [commands to execute when true] [commands to execute when false]  

example: 

ifelse 1=1 [print [Yes it is true]] [print [No it is false]] 

Yes it is true 
ifelse 1=0 [print [Yes it is true]] [print [No it is false]] 

No it is false 

Complex tests can be performed by combining tests with AND or OR, by nesting several IF 

or IFELSE statements, or NOT can test negation.  

 

Week 6 Activities 

1. For Loops 
Use the block letter writing procedures you wrote for assignment 2 to write a whole 

line of your first initial across the screen. Use a for loop rather than repeat.  

2. Write a procedure FILLBLOCK that takes an input and draws a block of those 

dimensions and fills it. Use the FILLBLOCK procedure to make a cascading line of 

blocks that range through a sequence of colour gradients. 

3. Practice with conditional statements by writing two predicates. (Predicates are 

procedures that perform a test and output (return) a value of TRUE when the test is 

true and FALSE when the test is false.) The standard practice for naming predicates 

is to use the word "is" followed by name or to put a "p" after the name. That is, a 

predicate that would test whether a number is even or not could be called "iseven" 

or "evenp". Write one predicate IsEven (or EvenP) so that it outputs true if the 

number input is even and false when the number input is odd. Write another 

predicate IsOdd (or OddP) that performs the opposite test so that it outputs true 

when the number input is odd and false when the number input is even. 

4. The RANDOM command takes a single integer as input and outputs a random 

number from 0 to one less than the input. That is, REPEAT 10[PRINT RANDOM 

10] will produce a list of 10 random numbers ranging from 0 - 9. If we want to have 

the range start at some point other than 0, we'll need to do a little math (adding or 

subtracting) to move the range up or down respectively. 

Practice with random to produce a list of 10 random integers from 100 to 200, from 

-200 to -100, from -200 to 200 and even numbers from 0 to 100. 

Use random and the fillblock procedure to create several randomly sized blocks on 

the screen. A conditional statement should be included so that when the blocks have 

sides that measure from 50 - 100, the blocks are filled with blue, but when blocks 
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measure from 101 to 200, the blocks are filled with red. Only blocks that fit one or 

the other of these criteria should be produced. 

5. Recursion can be used to do many of the same things that you can accomplish with 

iteration (REPEAT) and some that cannot. Brian Harvey's discussion of recursion 

starts on page 31 of your text "Computer Science Logo Style". Although he uses an 

example that processes words rather than images in this explanation, it is worth 

looking at now since it is a very clear explanation of not only how recursion works, 

but why you'd want to use it. (Word or list processing is where we'll be going after 

the midterm next week.) 

Try out the fractal samples on pages 191 to 194 of the text. It's quite instructive to 

use the STEP button to see what happens for each call while testing these 

procedures. Complete the suggested activity on page 194. 

6. Complete Assignment 5 and submit it for marking.  

Week 7  

Collaborative Quilt Project 

Here's some samples of quilts from previous years.  

   

And here is ours! 
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We will spend this week reviewing the material covered during the first half of the course. 

The midterm exam is a one-hour exam that will cover proper formatting of code, geometric 

shapes, writing and interpreting code fragments, variable use, writing mathematical 

functions, colour, using conditional statements, and random number generation. This is a 

written exam; there are no parts to be completed on the computer. The midterm exam will 

be written during the regular class time 12:30 - 1:30 on Thursday, February 20 and is worth 

25% of your final mark.  

 

Week 7 Activities 

1. Review assignment and activity questions from the past 6 weeks. Review graphics 

commands from the Graphic Command Summary.  

2. Revisit the Resources page and practice with some of the material provided by other 

instructors in their courses. Particularly helpful, I think, would be Paul Dench's site 

in Australia. Look at the supplementary topics, Simple Animation, Absolute and 

Relative moves, Arcs and The Reverse Path Principle, Local and Global Variables, 

Variables and Arithmetic, Random Functions, Conditional Statements, and 

Recursion 

3. There is no assignment this week so that you can focus on preparing for the 

midterm. Remember, too, that next week (February 24 - 28) is Reading Week and 

there are no classes scheduled. The deadline for any late assignments is February 

28. When you return on March 3, we'll be starting on list processing. Spend some 

time over the break reading Brain Harvey's book Computer Science: Logo Style 

and, of course, playing with Logo! 

Week 8  

Welcome back! I hope everyone had a good break. Make sure you have a look at the 

collaborative quilt you created in week 7. 

List Processing 
A word in Logo is simply any group of characters that does not include spaces. Spaces are 

used to separate words. If you want Logo to treat any sequence of characters as a word (and 

not try to interpret it), you'll need to put a quote in front of it. When logo encounters a quote 

("), it treats all the characters following it as a string literal. Numbers are treated as a special 

kind of word in that they do not need to be prefixed by the double quote. (But may be if 

you wish.) 

A list in Logo is any group of words, or even lists themselves, enclosed in square brackets. 

You've already encountered lists as the input for commands such as REPEAT and SETPC. 

English sentences are just a kind of list. 
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Both words and lists can be empty. An empty word is a word with no characters in it and is 

represented by a quote followed by a space. An emply list has no words in it and is 

represented by a set of square brackets with nothing in them. 

The computer stores each character as its ASCII (American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange) value which is an integer in the range 0 – 127. You can PRINT, TYPE, or 

SHOW any of these characters by using the decimal value for the character. 

You can use a command with a different number of inputs than expected by using round 

brackets to join the command with the inputs you would like it to use. For example, the 

command LIST normally takes two data items as inputs and outputs them as a list. If you 

want the command LIST to take more than two inputs, you can enclose the command and 

its inputs with round brackets. SETPC (LIST RANDOM 256 RANDOM 256 RANDOM 

256)  

 

Week 8 Activities 

Use the list of text processing commands to complete the following activities. You may 

want to increase the size of the text screen and decrease the size of the graphics screen 

while working with the text processing commands. 

1. If you haven't already, read Chapter 2 - Computer Science Logo Style 

2. Work out first on paper what you expect will be produced and then type the 

command line into your computer and compare the results.  

o PRINT 12 - FIRST 345 

o PRINT SUM BUTLAST "1a  2 

o PRINT 04 = 4 

o PRINT 1/5 

o PR 13/5 

o PR MODULO 13 5 

o PR REMAINDER 13 5 

o PR WORD FIRST BF "House WORD "w "ls 

o PR WORD 12 + 5 WORD BF "dog 9 - 5 

o PR (SE FIRST "IMAGE LAST [My love] WORD BUTLAST "lot FIRST 

[go home])  

3. Write a procedure called SECOND that will extract the second element from a list 

or word. (Similar to FIRST that extracts the first element from a list or word.) 

4. Write a procedure ADD1 that will increment a specified number by one. (So that 

PRINT ADD1 8 would produce the result 9.) 

5. Write a procedure WORD3 that takes three words as input and constructs a single 

word from the three. 

6. Never played MadLibs before? Check out these websites where you can play 

online: 
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o Wacky Web Tales 

o Fun story list from MIT 

o Huge library of E-libs 

o Piece of Pi Madlibs  

o PezHead Paul’s Madlibs 

o Madlibs from the Brain of Brian  

7. Complete Assignment 6 and submit it to your instructor by Tuesday, March 11th for 

marking. 

Week 9  

Chapters 3 and 4 of Computer Science Logo Style focus on variables (naming them, as 

inputs for procedures, creating variables within a procedure, global vs local variables, and 

assigning values to variables) and predicates. Predicates are a kind of specialized procedure 

that we've looked at briefly once before. First, they are operations rather than commands. 

With a command, you order or command the program to do something. The result of a 

command like FD 10 can be seen on the graphics screen as the turtle obeys the command 

and moves forward 10 pixels. An operation, on the other hand, is more like asking a 

question. The answer to the question is often output to the PRINT command and is 

displayed on the text screen. A very common type of question occurs when there are only 

two possible answers, yes or no (true or false). We call these types of questions boolean 

operations or predicates. 

You'll have noticed that since predicates all need to make decisions, conditional statements 

(IF, IFELSE, or TEST) or other predicates are a required part of predicate procedures. The 

logical operators, AND, OR and NOT are another important part of writing sophisticated 

conditional statements. Lastly, since predicates always produce an output, predicates will 

always need to include the OUTPUT command in the definition. Here is an example of a 

predicate used to test whether the letter (single letter word) that is provided as input is a 

vowel or not: 

TO VOWELP :LETTER 

OUTPUT ISMEMBER :LETTER [A E I O U] 

END 

Note that rather than using a conditional statement, this procedure uses another predicate as 

part of the decision making process. This predicate also ignores the value of Y as a vowel. 

Think about when Y is used as a vowel in English and when it is a consonant. If we were to 

want to use VOWELP to count the occurrence of vowels in a piece of text, we would have to 

take the lack of Y counts into account in our procedure, or rewrite the predicate to count 

those occassional Y's that act as vowels. 

Mirror is a recursive procedure that reverses the order of the letters in a word: 

PRINT MIRROR "ANIMAL 
lamina 
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Although there are several ways of writing MIRROR, we'll use a method that is particularly 

well-suited to Logo. This is a powerful problem-solving technique called "wishful 

thinking". We remove the last letter and then assume, for a moment, that we have just what 

we wish for; the remaining part (the part without the last letter) already turned around. All 

we have left to do then, is make a word out of these two parts, with the last letter placed at 

the beginning. With the unfinished part of the word, we then successively go through the 

same operation. When do we want this sequence of events to end? When we've used up all 

the letters in the word; when the word is "empty". (That is, it contains no letters.) 

One solution might look like this: 

TO MIRROR :ITEM 

IF :ITEM = " [OUTPUT "] 

OUTPUT WORD LAST :ITEM MIRROR BUTLAST :ITEM 

END 

You can use TRACE to observe the recursive procedure in action. TRACE has the 

following effect: When each procedure is entered, the name of the procedure as well as the 

values associated with each place holder are printed out with appropriate indentation 

indicating the level of recursion. When a procedure completes, the name of the procedure 

and its output value are printed out with the same level of indentation as the information 

printed when the last instance of the procedure was invoked. 

 

Week 9 Activities 

1. Read Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of Computer Science Logo Style by Brian Harvey. 

2. Write a procedure that counts the number of letters in a word. (There is a primitive 

procedure COUNT in MSW Logo so you'll have to give it another name for this 

exercise.) 

PRINT COUNTER "membership 
10 

3. Write a predicate CONSONANTP that tests whether a letter is a consonant. 

4. Write a procedure PACK which compresses a sentence into a word. 

5. Write two procedures FIRSTN and BUTFIRSTN, which are similar to FIRST and 

BUTFIRST, but instead of operating on (returning or taking away) only the first 

element, they operate on a specified number of elements. 

show firstn 5 "yukoncollege 
[yukon] 

show butfirstn 5 "yukoncollege 
[college] 
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6. Write a procedure that accepts an integer value from the user and outputs a message 

saying whether the entered value is odd or even. 

7. A leap year is one whose number is divisible by four, and if it is divisible by 100, it 

must also be divisible by 400. For example, 1960 was a leap year (divisible by 4 

and not by 100), 2000 is a leap year (divisible by 4, 100, and 400), but 1900 is not a 

leap year (divisible by 4, 100, but not by 400). Write a procedure that accepts a year 

number, and outputs a message saying whether the year is a leap year or not. 

8. To find out more about recursion, read Chapter 7 of Computer Science Logo Style 

by Brian Harvey. 

9. Complete Assignment 7 and submit it for marking by Tuesday, March 18th. 

Week 10  

Concatenate 
It is often useful to be able to join or link items together, one after another (concatenate 

them) and perhaps store the result in a variable: 

PRINT CAT "SHOW "DOWN 
showdown 

This version of a concatenating procedure takes two inputs and joins them together without 

spaces. 

TO CAT :ORIGINAL :NEWBIT 

MAKE "ORIGINAL WORD :ORIGINAL :NEWBIT 

OP :ORIGINAL 

END 

Notice, too, that the result is saved in the variable named "original" and can be further 

modified if desired. 

Playing Games 
Writing games programs is the reason many people decide to learn a programming 

language. A lot can be learned about the language and about programming in general while 

writing the code for a game. You can start quite simply and then add graphics, sounds, and 

more sophisticated interactions with your user. Check out these games written in 

MicroWorlds version of Logo. (You'll need to download the plugin too -- it's about 3 MB.) 

 

Week 10 Activities 

1. Read Chapter 6 - Tic-Tac-Toe in Computer Science Logo Style by Brian Harvey. 

This file contains the code Brian discusses in the chapter. (You'll note that he also 

discusses other games in the text, Mastermind on pages 98-102 and Tower of Hanoi 

on pages 153-157. 
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2. An Armstrong number is an n-digit number that is equal to the sum of its digits each 

raised to the nth power. For example, 153 equals 1
3
 + 5

3
 + 3

3
, so it is an Armstrong 

number. Write a predicate that tests whether a three-digit number is an Armstrong 

number.  

3. Write a procedure that tosses a fair coin 100 times and displays the number of heads 

that results. 

4. Write a procedure that draws an image of the head of a coin when the result of the 

coin toss in heads, and draws an image of the tail of a coin when the result of a coin 

toss is tails. 

5. Write a procedure that accepts as input a positive whole number (less than 3499) 

and outputs the same value expressed using Roman Numerals. Example: if the input 

is 269, the output should be CCLXIX. 

Remember Roman Numerals? I=1, V=5, X=10, L=50, C=100, D=500, M=1000 

6. Write a general procedure that is passed a minimum and maximum value and 

returns a random number within that range (inclusive). 

7. Complete Assignment 8 and submit it for marking by Tuesday, March 25. 

Week 11  

Secret Codes and Languages 
The Logo language is based on LISP, a language used in the drive to produce artificial 

intelligence. For many, the acquisition of language is an area that is of particular interest.  

Piglatin is one "secret" language that many of us may have learned as children. If you've 

never heard of it, check out this site devoted exclusively to Pig Latin. There are a few 

different dialects... 

Discover Pig Latin: the impact of Latin with a fraction of the trouble. 

Some background on Pig Latin and variants found in languages other than English. 

Coded messages provide us with an interesting way to look at the parts that make up our 

language. A simple code involves shifting each letter in the word down one letter in the 

alphabet. That is, the letter A would become B, the letter B would become C, and so on. 

Using this code, the message "MEET ME AT THE ZOO" would become the encoded 

message "NFFU NF BU UIF APP". Other ways to encode messages involve shifting a 

certain amount up or down the alphabet or matching a letter to a predetermined code 

sequence. 

If you want the computer to assist you with producing coded messages or decoding 

messages based on these patterns, you'll need to work with the ASCII value that is paired 

with that character. Two commands are available in Logo to work with ASCII values. 

ASCII takes one input, a character and outputs the ASCII value of that character. CHAR 

also takes one input, a number, and outputs the character associated with that number. 
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Multi-way decision structures may be necessary when you have a complex series of 

decisions to make. Although some languages provide "switch" statements that allow you to 

determine what action to take based on several unique cases, all multi-way decisions can 

also be performed using nested if-else statements. Since Logo does not provide switch 

statements, you'll need to practice with the NOT, OR, and AND operators and with nesting 

ifelse statements. Although OR and AND generally take two inputs, remember that you can 

get it to take any number of inputs by enclosing the command and its inputs in round 

brackets. 

IF (OR EQUALP COUNT :VARIABLE 1 EQUALP :VARIABLE " EQUALP 

:VARIABLE []) [DO SOMETHING] says: If the count of the items in the word or list 

identified by the variable name "variable" is equal to 1, or if the contents of the variable are 

an empty word or an empty list, do something. 

 

Week 11 Activities 

1. Read about how to write a program to translate English into Pig Latin and complete 

the projects Brian suggests. (Pages 211 - 213, Computer Science Logo Style 

2. Write a predicate that test whether a character is a capital letter or not. (You'll need 

to use the ASCII table.) 

3. Write a procedure called PREV that outputs the previous letter of the alphabet. This 

means that PREV "B would output A and PREV "Q would output P. Then, write a 

procedure DECODE that uses PREV to decode a word whose letters have been 

shifted by one using ENCODE. 

ENCODE "ZIGGY 
AJHHZ 

DECODE "AJHHZ 
ZIGGY 

4. Write a procedure that reads in a line of input and displays a message saying how 

many letters and how many other characters were typed. 

5. Write a procedure that simulates the rolling of a single fair die, returning a number 

from 1 - 6. 

6. Write a procedure that simulates the rolling of a pair of fair dice, returning a number 

from 2 - 12. 

7. Write a procedure that finds the odds of rolling doubles with a pair of fair dice. 

(Hint: roll the dice many times and count how many times doubles are rolled.) 

8. Write a procedure that draws the results of a throw of a pair of fair dice on the 

graphics screen. 

9. Complete Assignment 9 and submit it for marking by Tuesday, April 1. 
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Week 12  

Databases 
Keeping track of large quantities of information is a job for which computers are 

particularly well suited. A database might contain information about individuals (age, 

height, current address, marital status), about collections (name of item, age of item, history 

of item, price of item) or about an organization (name, city, president, members). We're 

going to use Logo to search through a database and find information. 

Let's say we wanted to write a dictionary of antonyms. Since the list of word pairs will 

probably change over time as we encounter more pairs we'd like to add to our dictionary, 

we'll use a global variable to represent our list of antonym pairs. eg: 

Make "antlist [[on off] [light dark] [left right] [up down] [front back] [open close] 

[under over]] 

What we want our procedure to do is find the word pair containing that word. If the word is 

the first word in the pair, output the last word in the pair, and if the word is the last word in 

the pair, output the first word in the pair. 

Here is one way we could accomplish that: 

to match :word :pair 

if equalp :word first :pair [op last :pair] 

if equalp :word last :pair [op first :pair] 

end 

Next, we'll need a procedure whose job will be to search through the list of word pairs and 

call match when it finds the word pair that contains the word we're interested in. Try to 

write your own version before looking at this possibility: 

to find_match :word :pairlist 

if emptyp :pairlist [stop] 

make "pair first :pairlist 

if memberp :word :pair [pr match :word :pair] 

find_match :word bf :pairlist 

end 

You'll notice that the way the procedure find_match is written, it will only stop once it has 

checked all the pairs in the list. This means that even if the pair we want is the first pair in 

the list, the procedure will still continue searching all the way through the list before 

stopping. This is not very efficient use of processing time. There may be, however, times 

when we want the procedure to search all possiblities. (Some words may have more than 

one possible match.) If you choose to have this procedure stop once it has found the first 

possible pair, you'll have to add a stop statement in the appropriate place. 
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Try out these examples: 

find_match "up :antlist 

find_match "in :antlist 

The last example should have printed nothing. "in" will have no match because it is not one 

of the pairs we first typed in to the variable opplist. We'll have to figure out a way to deal 

with cases that are not in our database. One option would be to have the find_match 

procedure print the sentence "I don't know that word" when it encounters a word not in the 

list, another option would be to write a procedure that can "teach" our procedure about new 

opposite word pairs. 

Here is one procedure that can be used to get our program to learn new antonym pairs: 

to learn :new_word 

pr se [I don't know the word] word :new_word ". 

pr se [Please type a word that is the opposite of] :new_word 

make "new_pair list :new_word readword 

cat :new_pair "antlist 

end 

Remember the procedure CAT written in week 10? You'll have to change it a bit to deal 

with concatenating lists. Before, we output the result of the concatenation; this time, we 

want to overwrite the original list with the new list. This can be accomplished by using 

indirection. (See pg 57 of Computer Science Logo Style) 

This new version of the cat procedure will concatenate lists: 

to cat :newbit :original 

make :original lput :newbit thing :original 

end 

A final procedure will make the process of accessing our antonym dictionary a little more 

user-friendly. It would be convenient not to have to keep providing the list of opposites as 

one of the inputs. One way to do this would be to write a small "wrapper" that would call 

find_match for us and provide the necessary inputs. Another way would be to write an 

interactive user interface that would ask the user for the word they'd like to find the 

antonym for and then call find_match for them and display the results. 

 

Week 12 Activities 

1. Write the two versions of wrapper procedures to access the antonym dictionary 

described in the notes. 

2. Write a predicate ALL_NUMBERSP, that checks whether a sentence contains only 

numbers. 

PR ALL_NUMBERSP [4 2 5 13 9] 
true 
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3. Write a predicate ALL_LETTERSP, that checks whether a sentence contains only 

letters.  

PR ALL_LETTERSP [Hello, World!] 
false 

PR ALL_LETTERSP [Two weeks left] 
true 

4. Write a conversion program that request a measurement in inches and provides the 

equivalent value in centimetres. (Suppose that one inch is exactly 2.54 centimetres.) 

5. Complete Assignment 10 and submit it for marking by Tuesday, April 8. 

Week 13  

It's time to start wrapping things up and consolidating our ideas and knowledge about 

programming. This is the final week's lecture notes. Next week, we'll spend the last two 

days of class (April 15 and 16) reviewing material of your choice. Come prepared with 

questions for us to work on. 

The final exam is scheduled for Thursday, April 17 from 12:30 - 2:30. To prep for the 

exam, I would recommend going back through as many of the weekly activities as you 

possibly can. You may find some of them much easier than you first thought. The exam 

will be written with paper and pencil (or pen) only so you will probably want to practice 

writing Logo that way (if you didn't already). 

Perhaps this introduction to symbolic computing has whetted your appetite for moving on 

to more advanced computational frameworks. If so, Yukon College's Computer Science 

114 (programming with C++) or Computer Studies 101 (programming with Visual Basic 6) 

may interest you. As Brian Harvey points out in the preface to Computer Science Logo 

Style, not everyone needs to program computers and that no matter how many people study 

computer programming, there will still be only a certain number of programming jobs. I'm 

hoping that what you discovered in this course is that computer programming stretches 

your brain in new ways and is fun! Learning how to express a method for solving a 

problem in a formal language can be very empowering. It's the kind of high you can get 

from solving a difficult crossword. 

An appreciation for what goes into making the software we regularly use can be worthwhile 

in itself, but since many application programs have programming languages built in, 

learning that extension language means you can customize the program's behaviour. You 

can have the power to define how many commercial software programs behave on your 

own computer. 

We've covered a number of useful programming topics including variables and the scope of 

variables, procedures, functions and predicates, repetition and recursion, turtle geometry 

and list processing. You've certainly encountered bugs in the course of your work and 

we've all spent many hours working out how to find and correct the bugs in our programs. 

Brian provides an excellent analysis of error messages along with a discussion of those 
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bugs that don't produce error messages (they produce false results instead) in chapter 15 of 

Computer Science Logo Style. The most important point to remember is that there is 

nothing shameful about a bug in your program. Teach yourself to write in a reasonable style 

including adequate comments and descriptive variable names to minimize bugs and treat 

the ones that do occur with good-natured enthusiasm. 

 

Week 13 Activities 

1. Read Chapter 15 (pages 283 - 296) of Computer Science Logo Style. 

2. Write a procedure UP_TO_LETTER that returns all the elements of a sentence up 

to a certain letter or word. If that letter/word does not exist, return the entire 

sequence. 

SHOW UP_TO_LETTER "f [gonefishing] 
[gone] 

3. Write a procedure that provides as output a random number between -50 and 50. 

4. Write a procedure that provides as output a random even number between -50 and 

50. 

5. Write a procedure that provides as output a random odd number between -50 and 

50. 

6. Write a procedure MAX that returns the larger of two integer values it is passed. 

7. Write a predicate that is passed three values representing lengths and returns true if 

the values could represent the sides of a triangle. 

8. Complete Assignment 11 and submit it for marking by Tuesday, April 15. 
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Assignments. 

Assignment 1  

 

1. Write a procedure CSQUARE that will take an input, SIZE to draw a square with side 

length equal to SIZE with the starting and ending position of the turtle in the centre of 

the square.  

2. Write three procedures. One procedure should draw the upper-case letter "Y" and 

another should draw the upper-case letter "C". The procedures should be transparent. 

That is, they should draw the letter at whatever location the turtle currently is and then 

return the turtle to that spot. The initials should be formed using serifs (those little tags 

top and bottom like Times New Roman font). 

The third procedure should set up the positioning and then call first the Y procedure, 

then the C procedure to draw the two letters side-by-side, centred on the screen. 

3. Write an edge-drawn PENTAGON procedure that takes one input, SIDE that determines 

the length of the sides of the pentagon. Write a second procedure that uses the repeat 

command to call the pentagon procedure many times to produce the following figure.  
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Assignment 2 

 

1. More with letters. 

Use the procedure SQUARE :SIZE to make large block letters to spell out your first 

name. (Centred in the graphics window, of course.) A sample of what I mean is 

shown below. Make sure you can use your letter procedures in any order.  

 

2. Olympic Rings 

In honour of the Olympics, use coloured circles to recreate the Olympic Logo. 

(Three rings in the top row -- blue, black and red -- and two rings in the bottom row 

-- yellow and green.) Don't forget to leave gaps so the overlaps can look realistic. 

 

3. Starry Skies. 

Write a procedure FSTAR with an input to draw a five pointed star. Use that 

procedure in a procedure SKY to draw several FSTARs (at least 6) of different sizes 

on a single screen. Change the screen colour to something sky-like, and the pen 

colour to something star-like. 
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Assignment 3 

 

1. Polygons Revisited 

Continue with the work you started by writing a single, generic procedure that will 

draw any regular polygon centred around the starting and ending point. 

For example: CPOLY 3 100 will draw an equilateral triangle with sides that 

measure 100 units each around the turtles original position. When finished, the 

turtle will be sitting neatly in the exact centre of the polygon. 

2. Artists Choice 

Choice 1 

Using the procedures you've developed for spinning various edge-drawn and 

centred polygons, along with changes in pen colour, pen size, background colour 

and/or fill, create your own colourful flower garden. 

Choice 2 

Use pauses and multiple images to produce a simple animation similar to the kind 

you would find in little animation books where flipping quickly through the pages 

produces the effect of motion. 

Whichever choice you make, use RANDOM and WAIT to vary how the procedure 

runs each time.  
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Assignment 4 

 

1. Use the tangram procedures you wrote to produce the following images. 

a. tancandle 

 

b. tanchi 

 

2. Write a procedure to draw a six pointed snowflake. Make sure that your snowflake 

procedure is scalable. Since each snowflake is different, you may want to produce 

more than one variation of your pattern. Here are some sample snowflakes: 

 

Create a snowstorm procedure using the snowflake procedure(s) you wrote and the 

wait command. (That is, make one snowflake appear in a given location, wait, 

disappear, and then another appear in a new location …) 
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Assignment 5 

 

1. Collaborative Programming 
One of the more popular ways to commemorate an event is by having participants 

each create a unique block to be sewn together into a quilt. (There are many books 

available in the library of common, geometric quilt block designs.)  

Use the skills you've learned to work collaboratively to produce our own electronic 

quilt. Use your favourite techniques, including filling with colour, to create a square 

"quilt block" that uses an input for the length of the side of the block so that it is 

resizable. Start and end your procedure in the lower left-hand corner.  

The procedures to test your quilt block procedure are provided. Replace the NAME 

procedure provided with your quilt block design. I'll put the quilt together and post 

the results next week. Here is your chance to really show off what you can do!  

2. Recursion Use the edge-start polygon procedure, POLYGON 

:NUMBER_OF_SIDES :LENGTH_OF_SIDE, that you wrote earlier and tail 

recursion to draw a series of nested polygons starting with a triangle and finishing 

with a 36-sided figure. 

Hint: Prevent infinite looping by using a conditional statement 

3. Snowstorms're Coming, More Recursion Revisit your snowstorm procedure. 

Modify the procedure using a FOR loop to produce a minimum of 5 (maximum = 

less than infinity) snowflakes randomly positioned on the screen. When the 

procedure has produced the number of snowflakes you have decided is appropriate, 

the screen and pen colours should revert to standard. 
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Assignment 6 

 

1. Write a procedure that takes a dollar amount as an input and provides the output in 

cents. (Make the procedure as user-friendly as possible.) 

2. Write a procedure TWIST that takes one word as input. The output should be the 

same word, except that the first and last letters are swapped. 

3. Madlibs is an interactive story-telling game, that often has a funny outcome. The 

game consists of a story that has some missing words. For each missing word, there 

is the name of a part of speech. One player reads off these parts of speech and the 

other player, who does not see the story, supplies a word that fits the category. For 

example, if asked for a noun, one might say supply the word "table" or "slowly" if 

asked for an adverb. The important thing is that the person supplying the missing 

words does not know the context that these words will end up in. When all the 

blanks in the story are filled in, the player reads the story with the other player's 

words plugged in. 

Play the Madlib starter a few times, each time typing in different responses, until 

you get the hang of it. Notice the use of "name" to create a variable within the 

program. Write an entire story (at least two paragraphs), then turn it into a Madlib: 

a. Use brackets to surround the text that should remain part of the story. 

b. Substitute variable names such as noun1 or adj1 for the words that will be entered 

by the person playing the game. 

c. Write the prompts using PRINT, for example PRINT [Please type in a noun.] 

d. Use "NAME READWORD" to set the value of the variable to the words that the 

player types in, for example NAME READWORD "noun1. 
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Assignment 7 

 

1. Write a predicate ISMEMBER that tests if its first input (a single letter word) is 

contained in its second input (a word). 

Print ismember "u "chimney 
false 

Print ismember "i "chimney 
true 

Now, rewrite this procedure so it can test whether a word appears in a sentence 

instead. 

Note, you are writing your own procedure and should not use memberp in your 

definition... 

2. Write a predicate ISPALINDROME, which determines whether a word is a 

palindrome (that is it reads the same forwards and backwards) or not. 

Print ispalindrome "street 

false 

Print ispalindrome "bob 

true 

Print ispalindrome "1239321 

true 

Do this two ways; one by using a MIRROR procedure, that reverses all the letters in 

a word it is passed, the other by repetitively comparing first and last letters. 

3. To continue with conjugating verbs:  

Read and complete the exercises suggested from Computer Science Logo Style by 

Brian Harvey; (pages 46 & 54). 

Write the helper procedure sc1 to complete superconj. 
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Assignment 8 

 

1. Players in the game Scrabble score points by building words out of letters. The 

value of a word depends on the letters it is built from. The value of each letter is 

shown below. 

A=1, B=3, C=3, D=2, E=1, F=4, G=2, H=4, I=1, J=8, K=5, L=1, M=3, N=1, O=1, 

P=3, Q=10, R=1, S=1, T=1, U=1, V=4, W=4, X=8, Y=4, Z=10 

Write a procedure that inputs a word and displays the total Scrabble-value of the 

word. For example: the word "difficult" is worth 2+1+4+4+1+3+1+1+1=18 points. 

2. The common field cricket chirps in direct proportion to the current temperature. 

Adding 40 to the number of times a cricket chirps in a minute, then dividing by 4 

gives us the temperature (in Fahrenheit). Write a program that requests the user to 

count the number of chirps in ten seconds and input that amount, calculates the 

temperature, and outputs the result to the nearest degree. Design your program so 

that the user has the choice of continuing and can enter another cricket chirp count 

if they wish. Make your program as user-friendly as possible - you may even want 

to add graphics.  

3. There is a guessing game children are fond of in which one player chooses a 

number between 1 and 100 and the other player must guess it. The only feedback 

given the guesser is whether their most recent guess is too high or too low. The 

game ends when the number has been guessed. If a long car ride is involved, then 

the players might keep track of how many guesses they have taken over a number of 

games. (You will want to provide this feature too...)  

Write a procedure that 'plays' this game by picking a random number and then 

accepting guesses about the number's value. After each guess, it should inform the 

user if the guess was too high or too low. The game should end when the number is 

guessed, at which point the computer should display the number of guesses taken 

and the average number of guesses required over the last several games. 
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Assignment 9 

 

1. Association codes are ones that associate each letter of the alphabet with another 

letter or symbol, but don't necessarily follow a simple mathematical pattern. 

International Morse Code uses symbols, made up of dots (pronounced "dit") and 

dashes (pronounced "da"), to represent letters of the alphabet. 

A .- H .... O --- V ...- 

B -... I .. P .--. W .-- 

C -.-. J .--- Q --.- X -..- 

D -.. K -.- R .-. Y -.-- 

E . L .-.. S ... Z --.. 

F ..-. M -- T - 
 

G --. N -. U ..- 
 

2. Write a subprocedure ENCODE that takes a single letter as one of its inputs and 

outputs the corresponding Morse Code symbol. Write a subprocedure DECODE 

that reverses this process and converts the Morse Code symbol into a letter of the 

alphabet. 

3. Write a procedure that reads in a line of input and displays the count of the number 

of vowels, consonants, and other characters in the input.  

4. Write a procedure that plays the game of Craps. Your game should also display the 

result of each roll on a pair of dice in the graphics screen. 

In Craps, one player rolls the dice. If the shooter rolls a 7 or 11, they win. If the 

shooter rolls a 2, 3, or 12 (called "craps"), they lose. On any other roll, the roll 

becomes the shooter's "point". The shooter then continues to roll. If s/he rolls the 

point before rolling a 7, s/he wins; but if s/he rolls a 7 first, s/he loses. 
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Assignment 10 

 

1. Create a translation dictionary for a language of your choice that uses the method of 

matching pairs of words similar to the antonym dictionary . Make sure that your 

dictionary is "intelligent", that is, words can be added to the dictionary whenever 

the user asks for a word that is not already contained in the dictionary. (Your 

dictionary should start with a minimum vocabulary of 10 words.) 

2. Create a synonym dictionary, a thesaurus, that will provide a list of related words 

when given one word in the list. 

If one of the list entries in your database is [clever intelligent quick-witted smart], 

you should get the following results: 

thesaurus "smart 
clever intelligent quick-witted 

thesaurus "clever 
intelligent quick-witted smart 

3. Write an interactive quiz program similar to those described in Computer Science 

Logo Style. Make your quiz as user-friendly as possible. (hints, feedback, easily 

understood dialogue...) Your quiz should have a minimum of 5 questions and 

should provide the user with their score when finished. 
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Assignment 11 

 

1. One more predicate 
Write a predicate (a procedure that outputs true or false) to test whether the three 

values passed could represent the sides of a right triangle. Use the predicate in a 

procedure that asks the user to input the three measurements and then outputs a 

statement telling whether the measurements are for a right triangle or not.  

2. Another Conversion 
In week 10, you wrote a procedure to convert Arabic numerals into Roman 

numerals. Now, write a procedure that requests as input a Roman Numeral and 

outputs the same value expressed using Arabic numbers. Example: if the input is 

CLXIX, the output should be 169. 

Remember Roman numerals? 

I = 1, V = 5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100, D = 500, M = 1000 

See this page for more on Roman Numerals. Don't forget to make your program as 

user-friendly as possible! 

3. Turtle Graphics Revisited 
Create a landscape drawing from the part of the country where you spent the 

majority of your youth. Colour it appropriately. Make sure it is possible to resize 

your drawing from the input line. (Example: LANDSCAPE 100 might produce the 

image within a maximum width of 100 pixels, but LANDSCAPE 1000, will fill the 

entire workspace.) 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A. 

Programming with Style 

A computer program has to achieve more than just doing the job. Let's take a look at what a 

good program should do. Here are some goals to keep in mind when writing a program: 

1. It must work every time for everyone. In other words, it can't depend on the user 

doing things in the right order, or depend on the turtle facing the right direction or 

some other condition. It must account for and handle all those possibilities itself. 

2. The program code must be understandable and easily read by humans. This is very 

important. Sometimes you will write a program and then want to change or improve 

it at a later date. If you have written a messy hodge-podge of code, even if you do 

find the place to change, you may cause another problem. 

3. The program must be consistent with the language and with itself. This means that 

your choice of names for your procedures should make sense and follow the same 

consistent pattern throughout. Consistency is a very important quality for a good 

programmer. 

4. The program must be maintainable. In the early years of programming, 

programmers tried to think of all possible features and put them in the program. 

Now, after learning that that was impossible, we acknowledge that our program will 

need updating and try to build it so it is easy to change. Something that helps 

immensely in that regard is to use small, one-purpose procedures. 

Formatting Guidelines 

There are a number of formatting practices that make our programs easier to read. Here is a 

sample program formatted to make it easy for people to read as well as machines. Notice 

the comments after each semi-colon (;) 

to initials :name 

;This procedure counts the number of words in a name,  

;then outputs the first letter of each of those names 

local "result ;declare the variable to store the result 

make "result [] ;initialize the result variable with an empty list 

for [i 1 [count :name]] ~ 

[make "result sentence :result first (item :i :name)] 

output :result 

end 
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Appendix B. 

MSW Logo 

"Turtle Graphics" 

Primitive Command Summary 

Note that these are only some of the more commonly used graphic commands. Many other 

primitive commands are available to use in Logo. To find out about other commands and 

how to use them, use the Help menu. 

 

Words in italics represent word names that can be chosen by the programmer. 
n* represents a number, leave a space before typing the number. 

MSW Logo is not case sensitive (You can type in uppercase or lowercase letters.) 

Commands Shortcut Action 

forward n fd n moves the turtle forward n turtle steps 

backward n bk n moves the turtle backwards n turtle steps 

right n rt n turns the turtle right n degrees 

left n lt n turns the turtle left n degrees 

repeat _ eg. repeat 4 [fd 50 rt 90] will draw a square 

hideturtle ht makes the turtle invisible (it will move much faster when invisible) 

showturtle st makes the turtle visible 

clearscreen cs clears the graphics screen and returns the turtle to home position 

clean _ clears the screen but leaves the turtle where it is 

home _ sends the turtle to home position but leaves the drawing as is 

cleartext ct removes the list of commands from the commander window 

penup pu lifts the turtle's pen so it doesn't draw when moving 

pendown pd puts the turtle's pen back down so it will draw when moving 

penerase pe changes the pen to an eraser 

penreverse px causes the pen to erase over existing lines, otherwise draw 

penpaint _ returns the drawing version of the pen after erasing or reversing 

fence _ keeps the turtle from wrapping or going off the edge of the window 

window _ keeps the turtle from wrapping and allows it to go out of the window 

wrap _ makes the turtle wrap around the screen when it gets to one edge 

setpensize [n _ uses two values for pen size, height and width 
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n] 

setscreencolor 
[n n n] 

setsc [n 

n n] 
sets screen background colour** 

setpencolor [n 

n n] 
setpc [n 

n n] 
sets pen colour** 

setfloodcolor 
[n n n] 

setfc [n 

n n] sets the colour** to fill with if the fill command is used 
floods the area where the turtle is with the flood colour 

fill _ 

setpos [n n] _ moves the turtle to the x, y coordinates given 

setx n or sety n _ moves the turtle to x or y coordinates given 

pos or xcor or 
ycor 

_ outputs the x and y or x or y position of the turtle 

setheading n seth n sets the turtle's heading in degrees (0 is up) 

towards [n n] _ outputs the heading the turtle would have if facing x, y given 

to procedure _ eg. to square defines the name of a procedure to teach logo commands 

edit procedure _ takes you to the editor to edit a procedure 

:variable_name _ eg. to square :size sets a variable :size that can be used in square 

*logo also knows mathematical operations so that instead of entering an 

integer value, 

  mathematical operations can be used: eg. fd 10 + 6/3 * 2 or even bk 

sqrt 2.5 

**colour - is set with the three primary colours of light; red, green, 

and blue (in that order) 

  and uses numbers from 0 to 255 to indicate the intensity of the colour. 

Eg.  

to pink 

op [255 200 255] 

end  

will output the colour pink when pink is called in a procedure. 
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Appendix C. 

MSW Logo 

"List Processing" 

Primitive Command Summary 

 

Words in italics represent word names that can be chosen by the programmer. 
i* represents an input (a "word or [list]), n* represents a number, leave a space before typing the 

input or number. 

MSW Logo is not case sensitive (You can type in uppercase or lowercase letters.) 

Commands Shortcut Action 

cleartext ct clears the text screen 

print i pr i prints the item (word, list or result) to the text screen 

show i - shows the item with " or [] as appropriate 

type i - holds the item in buffer until print is encountered then prints all 

output i op returns the value of i to the calling procedure 

Constructors 

sentence i i se i i joins two items (words or lists) together with a space between (as a list) 

word i i - joins two items (words or letters) together with no space (as a word) 

De-Constructors 

first i - returns the first item of input (a word or list)  

butfirst i bf i returns everything but the first item of input (a word or list) 

last i - returns the last item of input (a word or list) 

butlast i bl i returns everything but the last item of input (a word or list) 

item n i - returns the nth item of i 

Predicates (some more commonly used ones) 

equalp i i - returns true if inputs are equal, otherwise returns false 

memberp i i - 
returns true if the first i is a member of the second group i, otherwise 
returns false 

emptyp i - returns true if the input (word or list) is empty, otherwise returns false 

numberp i - returns true if the input is number, otherwise returns false 

wordp i - returns true if the input is a word (not a list), otherwise returns false 

listp i - returns true if the input is a list (not a word), otherwise returns false 

Conditional Tests 
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if (test) [commands] 
when test returns "true" does commands and continues, otherwise 
continues 

ifelse (test) 
[commands][comman

ds] 

when test returns "true" does first commands and continues, when test 
returns "false" does second commands and continues 

test (test) sets flag to "true" or "false" 

iftrue [commands] checks flag before completing commands 

iffalse [commands] checks flag before completing commands 

*logo also knows mathematical operations so that instead of entering an 

integer value, 

  mathematical operations can be used: eg. fd 10 + 6/3 * 2 or even bk 

sqrt 2.5 

 

EXAMPLES 

Example of commands -> procedures 

Because Logo is an interpreted language, as each line is typed in the command input box, 

the commands that were typed are executed. This makes it very convenient to see exactly 

what is happening for each command, but can be very time-consuming when you have a lot 

of instructions for the turtle and/or if you need to execute the same sequence several times. 

Here is an example of the lines of commands that might be used to get the turtle to draw a 

square that measures 50 units on a side: 

FORWARD 50 

RIGHT 90 

FORWARD 50 

RIGHT 90 

FORWARD 50 

RIGHT 90 

FORWARD 50 

RIGHT 90 

Note that the last command, RIGHT 90, is not actually necessary to complete the square, 

but is necessary to return the turtle to its original position. Procedures that are not 

dependent on where the turtle starts and ends are called state transparent procedures and 

will be our goal when writing procedures. This sequence of commands could also be 

reduced to a single line by using the REPEAT command: 

REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 50 RIGHT 90]  

and could also use abbreviations to decrease the amount of typing required. 
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REPEAT 4 [FD 50 RT 90]  

Even more useful, would be to teach Logo a new word "SQUARE". Note that we can call 

the procedure by any name we like -- try to choose names that are descriptive. To teach 

logo a new word, that is to write a procedure, we'll need to access EDIT mode. Click the 

file menu and choose edit. Click ok. Now you have a clean window to type in a new 

procedure. (The TO and END are already entered for you.) 

TO SQUARE 

REPEAT 4 [FD 50 RT 90] 

END 

Now, Logo knows how to draw a square that measures 50 units on a side and will draw one 

whenever we type SQUARE. More useful yet, would be to have a procedure that uses a 

variable so that we could say exactly how big we wanted the square to be. Go back to the 

edit window and edit the procedure you just wrote: 

TO SQUARE :SIDE 

REPEAT 4 [FD :SIDE RT 90] 

END 

The variable (Again, we get to choose what to call our variables. Use names that have some 

meaning for you so that it will be easier to follow what is happening when our procedures 

get a little longer and more complex.) has the ":" in front of it "dots SIDE" which says "the 

value that is stored in SIDE". Now, by typing SQUARE 20 in the command line input box, 

logo will know to draw a square that turns to the right and measures 20 units on a side. 
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Example of commands -> Rhombus and square 

procedures 

to ltpara :size 

;draws a parallelogram turning to the left 

;tangram shape 

repeat 2[fd :size/2 lt 45 fd (:size/sqrt 2)/2 lt 135] 

end 

 

to ltsquare :size 

;draws a square turning to the left 

;tangram shape 

repeat 4[fd (:size/sqrt 2)/2 lt 90] 

end 

 

to rtpara :size 

;draws a parallelogram turning to the right 

;tangram shape 

repeat 2[fd :size/2 rt 45 fd (:size/sqrt 2)/2 rt 135] 

end 

 

to rtsquare :size 

;draws a square turning to the right 

;tangram shape 

repeat 4[fd (:size/sqrt 2)/2 rt 90] 

end 


